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Project 1 LC3 Programming  
 
Instructions: Follow lab instructions below and complete the following:  

1. Create a lab report and submit/upload via canvas as a .pdf . See Lab 
Report Specs document for formatting details. 

2. Commit code to your personal branch as instructed 

 
Key 

 Methods / Procedures: are enumerated. 
 Questions: are italicized and generally ask you to share your observations 

and conclusions. 
 Commit instructions: Code to commit to your branch are underlined. 

 
Project 1.0 Programming using a hex (binary) editor   

 
Objectives: Program in Machine Code (LC3 ISA) using hexedit. 
 

1. Install hexedit, binary editor.  
 

2. Check out repository with supplemental files used within this project 
 
…projects2/121-2018/projectFiles 
 
IMPORTANT:  move these files to your local branch for editing or 
some local directory for editing. Never commit to this directory, and 
be sure you have a saved copy with any edits in some other local 
directory.  
 

3. Design and implement the following programs using hexedit. First load the 
“blank” .obj file. (Note the first 2 bytes are ) populated with value x3000. This 
is the load address. After this value, sequentially fill in the binary 
representation of the LC3 operations needed to perform the computations 
necessary to complete the stated tasks.  

a. 1.0.0.obj : Compute the following integer division computation R2 / R3 
(Load the result into R1 before completion.) 

 
4. Open the PennSim simulator (by command line or double-click :  See 

PennSim Docs and .jar for details. …projects2/tools/LC3_Assem… ) . It is best 
to open this application in the same directory as your local copy of the 
project files.  

5. Load 1.0.0.obj file in PennSim to confirm correctness.  
 
In PennSim, note that the PC is initialized to x0200. By standard, the LC3 operating 
system space begins here, but we have not loaded an operating system … and our 
file was not loaded here. Our file was loaded to address x3000. 
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6. To begin simulation starting at address x3000, manually change the PC reg 
value to x3000. 

 
 

Q.0 Succinctly, describe how the computation is successfully completed using 
the very basic LC3 operations. Also provide a screenshot/image of the hex 
program, and a screen shot of its simulation in PennSim (with correct result in 
$R1) 

Repeat the above for the following 
          1.0.2.obj : Compute the following modulus computation R2 % R3 
 
 
C.0 In your personal svn branch, commit the implementations 1.0.x.obj files. 


